2014 Meritage
Blend: 32% Merlot, 23% Cabernet Franc, 23% Cabernet Sauvignon,
11% Malbec, and 11% Petit Verdot
Tasting Notes:
An intriguing and complex nose shows red and black currant, vanilla, tobacco,
potpourri, spice and tangy, meaty notes. The palate is elegant and balanced with
ripe tannins, juicy fresh acidity and unfolding layers of flavour through a complex,
seamless palate including plum, mixed red and black fruits, orange zest, floral violet
notes, leather and spice. It shows restraint yet with plenty of structure and intensity
to develop and cellar for a decade or more. Pair it with rosemary and garlic studded
leg of lamb.			

– Rhys Pender, Master of Wine

Bottling Date: August 2016
Vintage & Winemaking Notes:
Percentages of the components in the blend vary from vintage to vintage but are
always precisely selected to offer you the best possible “assemblage”.
The 2014 season presented the ideal profile for the production of intensely aromatic
and concentrated wines for both whites and reds. The dry and warm Spring favored
blossoming, and exceptional levels of heat during summer time provided for an
even ripening. Finally, the beautiful late season gave us time to pick the grapes at
will, when they had reached our optimum standards of maturity.
All five grape varieties were harvested by hand from Burrowing Owls’ estate
vineyards in October and November. They were vinified and barrel aged separately
for 18 months. During this period we revisit the potential blend on four separate
occasions, constantly tweaking and changing it until we are satisfied we have
found the most accurate expression of the vintage and the Terroir. After the
components are combined, they are barreled for another three months to achieve
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their full integration. The wine is then bottled and is left to further mature in a
temperature controlled environment before its release.
Cellaring: 10+ years
Ageing: 74 % French oak, 10% American, 12% Russian, 4% Hungarian
with 53% new and 15% one-year-old oak
Analysis: Alcohol: 14.5 % | PH: 3.73 | Titratable acidity: 6.26 g/L
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